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  In this eBook, we’ll use a boxing metaphor to compare VLOOKUP and SUMIFS. Now, as

you read the next paragraph, use your best announcer’s voice and be sure to imagine the

roar of a cheering crowd

“Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the main event of the evening. Live from Las Vegas,

we have a true battle of heavyweights. To my left, in red trunks, the heavyweight

champion of all Excel lookup functions … VVVVVVVLLOOKKUUPPPPPP!!!!!!!”

“In the opposite corner, wearing blue, tonight’s challenger …

SSSUUUMMMMMIFFFFSSSSS!” 

                     

“Tonight, we will witness the most anticipated match in the history of Excel boxing

history. Now, for the heavyweight championship of the world … let’s get ready to

rumble!”

Fun, right?!
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Before we continue, let’s address a question that may be on your mind. It may sound

something like this: “Jeff … wait a sec! Why are we comparing VLOOKUP to SUMIFS? I

mean, SUMIFS is NOT a lookup function. So, shouldn’t we actually compare VLOOKUP to

INDEX/MATCH instead?” Excellent question and quite frankly, the point of this series.

When an Excel user has to perform a lookup, traditional lookup functions come to mind.

Excel users don’t think about SUMIFS when doing lookup kinds of tasks. But … SUMIFS

makes a great lookup function when the value you are returning is a number. So, the

purpose of this series is to compare the key differences between VLOOKUP and SUMIFS

so that we are comfortable knowing which to use in a given situation. Sound good?

Alright, let’s get to it!

Now, it is time to meet our competitors. We’ll start by introducing VLOOKUP in this post,

SUMIFS in the next post, and then the battle will begin.

 

VLOOKUP
VLOOKUP has an impressive career, and has been a popular Excel function for decades.

(Literally … decades.) When you ask an Excel user to list their favorite functions,

VLOOKUP will probably be in that list. It is a critical Excel function, and has almost

become a measure of one’s Excel skill level. In fact, people interviewing for jobs often

hear this question, “Do you know VLOOKUP?”

So, what is it about this function that Excel user’s love? What is the big deal? What does it

do? It is designed to retrieve a related value. If you’ve not used VLOOKUP before, this

explanation is too vague so we’ll look at two speci�c examples.

Example 1: VLOOKUP FALSE
Let’s say you need to prepare a little report to display the amounts for a few selected

accounts. You start by typing in the account names, and then leave some cells for the

amounts. Perhaps it looks like this:
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Now you need to populate the Amount column. You could look up the values manually

and type them into Excel. Or, you could use VLOOKUP, which is designed to retrieve a

related value.

So, where exactly is it looking? It will look for the related values in a lookup table. Our

lookup table is named Table1 and looks like this:

If you think about this for a moment, the VLOOKUP function will need to know a few

pieces of information in order to perform this task. It will need to know which account

you are trying to �nd (eg, “Accounting fees”). It will need to know where you are looking

(eg, “Table1”). And it will need to know which column has the value you want to return

(eg, the 2nd column within the lookup table). We provide this information, in this order,

using the function arguments as follows:

=VLOOKUP(lookup_value, table_array, col_index_num)

Where:
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lookup_value is the value we are trying to �nd
table_array is the lookup table
col_index_num is the column that has the value we want returned to the formula cell

But, it also has an additional argument that enables us to control what type of lookup we

want to perform. This 4th, optional, argument is called range_lookup. For now, we will use

FALSE because we are doing an “exact match” … meaning … we are looking for an exact

matching account name (case insensitive).

So, including this 4th argument, our updated function looks like this:

=VLOOKUP(lookup_value, table_array, col_index_num, )

Where:

lookup_value is the value we are trying to �nd
table_array is the lookup table
col_index_num is the column that has the value we want returned to the formula cell
– optional argument … FALSE (or 0) means exact match, TRUE (or omitted) means approximate
match

We’ll examine this 4th argument in more detail in the next exercise. For now, just

remember, FALSE (or 0) means we want to �nd an exact matching account name.

Therefore, in our �rst Amount cell, we write the following:

=VLOOKUP(B8, Table1, 2, FALSE)

We hit Enter and bam …

Yes … it worked! We �ll it down, and bam …
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Our report is done!

So, that is the general idea of retrieving a related value with VLOOKUP. But before we

move on, let’s review a few key points:

VLOOKUP retrieves a related value
The 1st argument is the lookup_value, the value we are trying to �nd
The 2nd argument is the table_array, which is the lookup table
The 3rd argument is the col_index_num, which is a whole number that indicates which column
within the lookup range has the value you want to return (ie, 2 for the second column within the
lookup table, 3 for the third column, etc)
The 4th argument is range_lookup, and for now, we used FALSE meaning exact match
It looks vertically (up and down) for a matching value (ie, a vertical lookup, VLOOKUP … you can
do a horizontal lookup with HLOOKUP if needed)
Once it �nds its match, it moves to the right to retrieve the related value
The function looks for the lookup_value in the �rst (left-most) column within the table_array

So far so good? Great, now let’s examine the 4th argument by looking at the next

example.

Example 2: VLOOKUP TRUE
Let’s say you are not looking for an exact matching value … let’s say you are looking for a

value that falls within a range of values. When thinking about text strings, like an account

name, this doesn’t make much sense. But, it starts to make more sense when we think

about numbers, like values that fall within the range of 100 to 200, or 200 to 300, and so

on.

To use a concrete example, let’s say that management has come up with a bonus schedule

based on sales. It provides the amount of bonus we pay based on the sales amount. It

looks something like this:
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This tells us that if the sales amount is between 0 (inclusive) and 10,000 (exclusive), the

bonus amount is 0. And if sales fall between 10,000 (inclusive) and 50,000 (exclusive), the

bonus amount is 1,000. If sales are between 50,000 (inclusive) and 100,000 (exclusive),

the bonus amount is 2,500. And so on.

We want to be able to enter a sales amount into a cell, and have an Excel formula retrieve

the corresponding bonus amount. We set up a worksheet accordingly:

To have Excel retrieve the corresponding bonus amount, we can use VLOOKUP.

Assuming our bonus table is named Table2, our formula in C9 would look like this:

=VLOOKUP(C8, Table2, 2, TRUE)

Where:

C8 is the lookup value (the sales amount)
Table2 is the lookup table (bonus schedule)
2 is the column with the value to return (bonus amount)
TRUE means range lookup (we are not looking for an exact matching sales amount)

We hit Enter and bam, the function returns 1,000 as expected:

We can enter another sales value, and bam, it returns 1,000 as expected:
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We enter another sales value, and bam … it returns 2,500 as expected:

Yay … it works!

So, how does this range lookup logic work exactly? Here’s how I think about it. VLOOKUP

starts on the �rst row in the lookup table and works down, trying to �nd a row where the

sales value (lookup value) is greater than or equal to the current row AND less than the

next row.

Here are a few key points about VLOOKUP TRUE:

The lookup table needs to be sorted in ascending order by the lookup column (�rst column)
The 4th argument can be omitted or expressed as TRUE (or a non-zero number) to perform a
range lookup
In practice, I use this mostly with numeric lookup values, but, technically it also works with text
strings
Think of this argument as enabling a range lookup, not as performing an approximate (or fuzzy)
match. If you need to do a fuzzy/approximate match instead, check out my partial match or fuzzy
match blog posts.

Conclusion
Alright my friend, that is a basic introduction to the champion VLOOKUP. In the next

section we’ll meet the challenger SUMIFS. In the meantime, if you’d like to learn more

about VLOOKUP, I’ve written a blog series you can reference here.

Sample �le: IntroducingVLOOKUP.xlsx
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This is the second post in the Battle of Heavyweights series, where we are comparing

VLOOKUP to SUMIFS in order to understand their key differences. Knowing these key

differences will help us determine which to use in a given workbook. In the

previous section , we were introduced to VLOOKUP. Now, it is time to meet the

challenger: SUMIFS. 

SUMIFS
SUMIFS is a conditional summing function. That means it adds stuff up …. like SUM; but it

is conditional … meaning it only includes selected rows.

Let’s get to an example.

Let’s say we need to compute the totals for a few selected accounts. We enter the

account names into some cells and leave a column for Amount, like this:

To �gure out the amount values, we need to look through our transaction table and add

up various rows. Here is a look at the the �rst several rows of the transactions table

(Table1):

To complete our report, we need to add up the transactions for each account. This is

where SUMIFS will help.
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Let’s think about the information SUMIFS will need to compute the total for each

account. It will need to know which column in the data table contains the amount values.

However, we don’t want the result to include all of the rows in that column. We only want

to include some of the rows … that is, the rows that contain transactions for a speci�c

account. So, it needs to know which column contains the account and which account to

aggregate. Fortunately, the SUMIFS arguments are set up in exactly this order:

=SUMIFS(sum_range, criteria_range1, criteria1, …)

Where:

sum_range is the column of numbers to add
criteria_range1 is the column that contains the account names
criteria1 is the speci�c account
… additional criteria pairs

Let’s give it a try. We write the following formula into C7:

=SUMIFS(Table1, Table1, B7)

Where:

Table1 is the column of numbers to add
Table1 is the column of account names
B7 is the cell with our �rst account name

We hit Enter, and bam:

We push the formula down, and bam:
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Yay … it works!

Here are a few notes:

SUMIFS handles multiple conditions, and each condition is de�ned with a pair of arguments
(note: SUMIF handles a single condition; SUMIFS handles multiple conditions).
SUMIFS uses “and” logic, meaning all conditions must be true for that row to be included in the
sum. If you need to use “or” logic instead, check out this post.
We could prepare the speci�c report used in this section with a PivotTable. However, SUMIFS
enables us to present summary data in ways that PivotTables aren’t designed to, for example, in
�nancial statements. In fact, check out this post if you want to create a balance sheet with
SUMIFS.

Conclusion
So, to recap, SUMIFS is a conditional summing function. It adds a column of numbers, but,

only includes certain rows. It only includes the rows that meet the speci�ed condition.

Now that we have met our two competitors VLOOKUP and SUMIFS … the battle begins

in the next section!

Sample �le: IntroducingSUMIFS.xlsx
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It is time! In the �rst section we met VLOOKUP.  Then, we met SUMIFS. And now, the

battle begins! Here is how it will work. The competition will consist of several rounds. In

each round, we will use VLOOKUP and then SUMIFS to perform the same task. Then,

we’ll determine who wins the round by deciding which function we would use in practice

to accomplish the task. 
The purpose of this format is to make it easy to compare and understand their key

differences so that we are comfortable determining which to use in a given situation.

Sound good?

Round 1 … begins … now!

Round 1
In this round, we are trying to retrieve values for selected accounts from a data table. So,

we begin by entering the desired accounts into the worksheet. We leave an empty

column for the amount (which we’ll retrieve from our data table using a formula).

But, since this is a battle, we’ll actually use two amount columns. One column for the

results returned by VLOOKUP and the other column for the results of SUMIFS. Here is

our updated worksheet:
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This will help us easily compare the results of our two heavyweights.

VLOOKUP
Now, let’s use VLOOKUP to retrieve values from the data table, named Table1. We write

the following formula into cell C9:

=VLOOKUP(B9, Table1, 3, 0)

We hit Enter and �ll the formula down:

No errors … good. We see some values … good.

VLOOKUP returned 5,022 for Wages. Let’s compare that value with our data table. We

examine the data table and … hmmm:

The �rst Wages row is indeed 5,022, however, there are multiple Wages rows. So, it

appears as if VLOOKUP return the �rst one … and then stops.
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And that is exactly right … VLOOKUP stops at the �rst matching row.

SUMIFS
Let’s try this again, but this time with SUMIFS. We write the following formula into D9:

=SUMIFS(Table1, Table1, B9)

We �ll it down, and bam:

 

Interesting … it appears as if SUMIFS returns the sum of all matching rows.

And that is exactly right. It looks through all rows in the range, and returns the sum of

those that meet the condition (or conditions).

Analysis
So, I want to call out our �rst key difference (and the point of this round):

               VLOOKUP stops at the �rst matching row;

               SUMIFS returns the sum of all matching rows

VLOOKUP and SUMIFS are different functions, designed for different purposes. And this

is one of those key differences … VLOOKUP is designed to stop at the �rst match

whereas SUMIFS is designed to return the sum of all matching rows.

Key point: when deciding which function to use in your workbook, you’ll want to determine if
there are multiple matching rows in your data table.

As the rounds proceed, we’ll build a quick-reference scoring table to make it easier to

recall the key differences and which function we prefer to use depending on the

workbook, data, and goal. Since I’m presenting this series using a boxing metaphor, we

may as well keep score like a normal boxing match.
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We’ll use the standard 10-Point system, where the “winner” of each round is awarded 10

points. When we see this, we’ll remember which function we prefer for that speci�c task.

The other function will score 8 or 9 points. It will receive 9 points if it is able to

accomplish the task with the help of a friend (like a nested helper function), otherwise it

will score 8. This way, if we see a 9 we’ll remember that the function can accomplish this

task with a bit of assistance.

So … in Round 1, we award 10 points to SUMIFS and 8 points to VLOOKUP. That way, we

can easily recall that when there are multiple matching rows, we prefer to use SUMIFS.

Stats table please …

And cumulative scoreboard please …

We are just getting started and there are plenty of rounds to go!

See you in the next round

Sample �le: Round1.xlsx
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this battle isn't over... 

Stay tuned as we watch VLOOKUP battle SUMIFS  in
future rounds.

Click here to for more amazing content on our blog. 
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